Clustering of lifestyle characteristics and their association with cardio-metabolic health: the Lifestyles and Endothelial Dysfunction (EVIDENT) study
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\textbf{Abstract}

Little is known about the clustering patterns of lifestyle behaviours in adult populations. We explored clusters in multiple lifestyle behaviours including physical activity (PA), smoking, alcohol use and eating habits in a sample of adult population. A cross-sectional and multi-centre study was performed with six participating groups distributed throughout Spain. Participants (n 1327) were part of the Lifestyles and Endothelial Dysfunction (EVIDENT) study and were aged between 20 and 80 years. The lifestyle and cardiovascular risk (CVR) factors were analysed using a clustering method based on the HJ-biplot coordinates to understand the variables underlying these groupings. The following three clusters were identified: Cluster 1: unhealthy, 677 subjects (51 %), with a slight majority of men (58.7 %), who were more sedentary and smokers with higher consumption of whole-fat dairy products, bigger waist circumference as well as higher TAG levels, systolic blood pressure (SBP) and CVR. Cluster 2: healthy/PA, 265 subjects (20 %), including 24.0 % of males with high PA. Cluster 3: healthy/diet, including 29.0 % of the participants, with a higher consumption of olive oil, fish, fruits, nuts, vegetables and lower alcohol consumption. Using the unhealthy cluster as a reference, and after adjusting for age and sex, the multiple regression analysis showed that belonging to the healthy/PA cluster was associated with a lower waist circumference, body fat percentage, SBP and CVR. In summary, the three clusters were identified according to lifestyles. The ‘unhealthy’ cluster had the least favourable clinical parameters, the ‘healthy/PA’ cluster had good HDL-cholesterol levels and low SBP and the ‘healthy/diet’ cluster had lower LDL-cholesterol levels and clinical blood pressure.
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Lifestyles integrate a set of habits and behaviours that modulate daily living\textsuperscript{(1)}. They are the strongest determinants of health. The term healthy lifestyle refers to a set of behavioural patterns that are beneficial for health\textsuperscript{(2)}. Lifestyles are associated with the presence of classic cardiovascular risk (CVR) factors – that is, hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidaemia and obesity\textsuperscript{(2)}. Tobacco consumption, an unhealthy diet and sedentary behaviour are the main causes of morbidity and mortality in industrialised countries\textsuperscript{(4)}. Changing these by adopting a healthy lifestyle offers significant health benefits. According to the WHO, 75 % of CVD and 40 % of all cancer cases can be prevented if unhealthy lifestyles are modified\textsuperscript{(5)}.
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Tobacco consumption is one of the main risk factors for CVD and cancer. It is responsible for at least 30% of cancer deaths and 80% of deaths from lung cancer(6). In fact, unhealthy lifestyles cause 10% of CVD and are the second leading cause of CVD after high blood pressure (BP)(7).

Moderate alcohol consumption may favourably impact metabolic health(8). These findings are in parallel with the relationship between alcohol consumption and CVD prevalence(9). Excessive consumption is harmful and causes dependence, liver disease and cancer. It is one of the top five risk factors for death and disability globally(10).

The biological and psychological benefits of physical activity (PA) have extensive scientific evidence(11). A low cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) is associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. Better fitness is associated with reduced mortality risk(12). There is also an association between sitting time and mortality(13).

Diet influences the development of obesity and associated diseases such as hypertension, hypercholesterolaemia, type 2 diabetes and CVD. It predisposes the individual to certain types of tumours(14–16). Bamia et al. (17) found that the Mediterranean diet may have a modest beneficial effect on colorectal cancer risk. Smokers and heavy drinkers are more likely to strongly prefer the fat and salt sensation v. non-smokers and abstainers or infrequent alcohol consumers(18). Individuals with high fat and salt intakes consume more calories and have more sodium levels and drink more alcoholic beverages. They do not consume as much total and simple carbohydrates, fruit and vegetables compared with persons who do not like fats and sweets(19).

Although previous studies have shown that patients often have sufficient knowledge about the risks connected to their lifestyles(20–22), little is known about the clustering patterns of lifestyle behaviours in adult populations(23–25). Martin-Diener et al. (26) examined the combined effect of four behavioural risk factors (physical inactivity, smoking, poor diet and alcohol use) on mortality in Swiss epidemiological data sets. They found a significant increase in the likelihood of all-cause mortality, cardiovascular mortality or cancer mortality in people with all four risk factors v. those with none. Lack of PA is among the biggest contributors to death of these risk factors.

The identification of lifestyle clusters can be helpful for medical advice and health education, because lifestyle compliance can impact health and behaviour. The aim of this study was to explore the existence of multiple lifestyle clusters including PA, smoking status, alcohol consumption and dietary habits in an adult population. This study also investigated whether the groups could be characterised by age, sex and clinical variables.

Methods

Design

A cross-sectional and multi-centre study was carried out with six participating groups distributed throughout Spain. These were previously published in the Lifestyles and Endothelial Dysfunction (EVIDENT) study (NCT01083082)(27).

Study participants

The EVIDENT study included 1553 patients aged between 20 and 80 years. They were selected by randomly sampling the population from six Spanish healthcare centres. Study participants were excluded based on known coronary or cerebrovascular atherosclerotic disease, heart failure, moderate or severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, walking-limiting musculoskeletal disease, advanced respiratory, renal or hepatic disease, severe mental diseases, cancer in the past 5 years, terminal illness and pregnancy. We excluded subjects who did not have lifestyle data. In eighty-four individuals, the FFQ was missing, 154 had missing accelerometer data, eleven had missing alcohol consumption data and one subject had no smoking data. In total, there were 226 subjects who lacked data on one or more categories, and thus we included the remaining 1327 subjects.

The sample size calculation indicated that the 1327 patients offered the ability to detect a difference of 3 points between two of the three clusters as defined in the Framingham CVR score(28). This calculation assumed a common SD of 13 points with a significance level of 95% and a power of 80%. The study has been approved by the Clinical Research Ethics Committee of Salamanca, which was the coordinating centre, as well as by the ethics committees of the collaborating centres. All the participants provided their written informed consent according to the general recommendations of the Declaration of Helsinki(29).

Measurements and lifestyles

We evaluated PA, smoking, alcohol consumption and eating habits as lifestyle criteria.

Nutrition. Food intake and total calories for each participant’s diet were calculated from the data obtained from a previously validated, semi-quantitative, 137-item FFQ collected during the interview(30). The participants indicated the frequencies of consuming various food items using an incremental scale across nine levels: never or almost never, one to three times per month, once per week, two to four times per week, five to six times per week, once per day, two to three times per d, four to six times per d and more than six times per d. The reported frequency of food consumption was converted to the number of daily intake and was multiplied by the weight (g) of the indicated portion size. We detailed the average daily consumption of olive oil, pastries, fish, red meat, nuts, fruits, vegetables, grains, eggs, whole-fat dairy and low-fat dairy products.

Tobacco. Smoking history was assessed by asking questions about the participant’s smoking status (smoker/non-smoker) and the number of cigarettes per d for the smokers. We considered smokers to be subjects who currently smoke or who have stopped smoking less than a year ago.

Alcohol. Alcohol consumption was assessed through a structured questionnaire ‘FFQ’ and was expressed in grams per week. In a 137-item food list including alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages (typical foods in Spain), participants
indicated their usual consumption and chose from ten frequency categories ranging from never or ≤1 time/month to ≥6 times/d.

**Physical activity.** PA was measured with ActiGraph GT3X accelerometers (ActiGraph; Shalimar). ActiGraph uses a piezoelectric acceleration sensor to filter and convert the signals produced from the sensor at a preset frequency in hertz. The samples are summed over a user-specified time sampling interval called an ‘epoch’. Output from the ActiGraph is in the form of activity ‘counts’, where one count is equivalent to 16 mg/s; 1 g = 9.825 m/s², the acceleration of gravity. Activity 'counts' are recorded in the internal memory of accelerometers by converting acceleration units over a given epoch.

Subjects wore the accelerometer fastened with an elastic strap to the right side of the waist for seven consecutive days with habitual PA except during bathing and other wet activities. All subjects were verbally instructed on how to use the accelerometer. The accelerometer was set to record PA data every minute. The intensity of the PA was determined according to cut-off points proposed by Freedson et al., sedentary activity (<100 counts/min), light (100–1592 counts/min), moderate (1592–5724 counts/min), vigorous (>5724 counts/min) and very vigorous (>9408 counts/min). Moderate–vigor activity was defined as activity accumulated from all bouts lasting at least 1 min.

We also measured clinical variables related to CVR factors. Anthropometric variables, variables related to BP, laboratory variables, as well as inflammatory factors such as fibrinogen and peripheral augmentation index (PAIx), were also measured.

**Anthropometric variables.** Patients wearing light clothing and no shoes were weighed on two occasions using a homologated electronic scale (Seca 770; Medical Scale and Measurement Systems) following calibration (precision ±0.1 kg). Height was measured with a portable system (Seca 222; Medical Scale and Measurement Systems) by recording the average of two readings. The BMI was calculated by dividing the weight (kg) by the height squared (m²). A value of >30 kg/m² indicated obesity. The waist circumference was measured as follows: the upper margins of the iliac crests were located, and the tape was wrapped around the body above this point parallel to the floor without compressing the skin. A measurement of <102 cm in males and 88 cm in females was characterised as normal. The body fat percentage was measured using a body fat monitor (OMRON, model BF306; Omron Healthcare).

**Office or clinical blood pressure.** Office BP measurement involved three measurements of systolic BP (SBP) and diastolic BP (DBP) using the average of the last two with a validated sphygmomanometer (OMRON model M10-IT; Omron Health Care) following the recommendations of the European Society of Hypertension.

**Ambulatory blood pressure monitoring.** Ambulatory BP monitoring was performed on a day of standard activity with a radial tonometer. We used a radial pulse wave acquisition device (BPro; HealthSTATS International) that was validated according to the protocol of the European Society of Hypertension, the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation and the British Hypertension Society. Valid registries were required to fulfil a series of pre-established criteria including ≥80% successful SBP and DBP recordings during the daytime and nighttime, 24 h duration and ≥1 BP measurement/h. The monitor was scheduled to obtain BP measurements every 15 min during the daytime and nighttime. The patients were classified according to circadian patterns estimated by the sleep:awake ratio of SBP:diaper <0.9, non-diaper 0.9–1 and riser >1. The nocturnal SBP dipping was defined as the difference between the mean waking BP and the mean sleeping BP expressed as a percentage (SBP dipping % = 100 × (mean SBPday – mean SBPnight)/mean SBPday).

**Peripheral augmentation index.** The PAIx was measured with Pulse Wave Application Software (BPro (A-Pulse); HealthSTATS International) using tonometry to capture the radial pulse; the central BP was estimated with a calculation. This device has been validated in hypertensive Asians and healthy Caucasians. Specific aspects of the validity and reliability of the measurement in arterial stiffness and augmentation indices have been reported elsewhere.

In brief, the intra-observer reliability was evaluated in twenty subjects using the intra-class correlation coefficient at the start of the study. The value of r was 0.952 (95% CI 0.871, 0.982) for PAIx. According to the Bland–Altman analysis, the mean difference for intra-observer agreement (95% limits of agreement) was −2.50 (−14.43 to 19.46) for PAIx. PAIx is a measurement taken directly from the late systolic shoulder of the peripheral arterial waveform. It is defined as the ratio of the difference between the second peak and the diastolic pressure to the difference for intra-observer agreement (95% limits of agreement) was 0.952 (95% CI 0.871, 0.982) for PAIx. PAIx was calculated as follows: (second peak systolic BP (SBP2) – DBP)/(first peak systolic BP – DBP) × 100 (%).

**Laboratory determinations.** Venous blood sampling was carried out between 08:00 and 09:00 hours after the individuals fasted and abstained from smoking, alcohol and caffeinated beverages for the previous 12 h. Fasting plasma glucose, serum total cholesterol levels, HDL-cholesterol concentrations and TAG concentrations were measured using standard automated enzymatic methods. LDL-cholesterol was estimated using the Friedewald equation when the direct parameter was not available. Blood samples were collected in each primary-care health centre and analysed at the reference hospitals. These laboratories were certified by the external quality assurance programmes of the Spanish Society of Clinical Chemistry and Molecular Pathology.

**Cardiovascular risk.** Cardiovascular morbidity and mortality risk was estimated using the published risk equation based on the Framingham study. Risk factors for morbidity and mortality used by the Framingham Risk Score included age, total cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol and SBP as quantitative...
variables. Sex, drug treatment for hypertension, smoking status and diabetes mellitus were dichotomous variables.

**Statistical analysis**

The continuous variables were expressed as mean values and standard deviations for normally distributed continuous data, and were expressed as the median values and interquartile ranges for asymmetrically distributed continuous data. Categorical data are given as a distribution frequency. Statistical normality was tested using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test.

In this analysis, we considered a matrix of 1,327 rows (samples) and sixteen columns (variables) to search for clusters (associations of samples). From the sixteen lifestyle variables, eleven are related to diet and are referred to the consumption of olive oil, pastries, fish, red meat, nuts, fruits, vegetables, starches (cereals, legumes and pasta), eggs, whole milk and skim milk. PA was assessed by the total activity (counts/min) and time spent on sedentary and very vigorous activity. The remaining two variables are referred to the consumption of alcohol (g/week) and smoking (number of cigarettes/d).

An HJ-biplot analysis was carried out to study the associations between all the variables that make up the different lifestyles (PA, smoking, alcohol and eating habits). Using as a basis the information yielded by the multi-dimensional geometric representation HJ-biplot (biplot coordinates) from the different possible clusters, it is possible to choose those that are conceptually interpretable. The clusters were obtained with a k-means method and Euclidean distance. This allows us to know which variables are responsible for the classification of the different representations obtained by the HJ-biplot.

ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc comparisons tested for differences across the clusters. Differences in sex distribution were expressed as the median values and interquartile ranges (IQR) for asymmetrically distributed continuous data and number and proportions for categorical data.

**Results**

The mean age of the 1,327 patients was 55 years, with 806 women (60.7%). Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics of the study participants.

Fig. 1 shows the factorial graph of the HJ-biplot with the selected variables related to lifestyles represented by vectors. The individuals are indicated by points. The covariance structure of the indices shows a high positive correlation between counts per min and vigorous activity. In contrast, the time (min) spent in sedentary activities forms a 180° angle with these variables, and therefore exhibits a high inverse correlation. With regard to diet, a strong and direct relationship is observed with the consumption of fruits and vegetables and an inverse correlation is observed with alcohol consumption and the number of cigarettes smoked. These variables otherwise show a strong correlation. The consumption of whole-fat dairy products is positively associated with alcohol.

### Table 1. Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients (Mean values and standard deviations for normally distributed continuous data, median values and interquartile ranges (IQR) for asymmetrically distributed continuous data and number and proportions for categorical data; n = 1,327)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years; median and IQR)</td>
<td>54.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (n, %)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²; median and IQR)</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist circumference (cm; median, IQR)</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity (n, %)</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body fat percentage (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption (g/week; median and IQR)</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking (n, %)</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cigarettes (median and IQR)</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counts/min (median and IQR)</td>
<td>248.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes (n, %)</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension (n, %)</td>
<td>542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum glucose (mg/dl; median and IQR)*</td>
<td>93.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cholesterol (mg/dl)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>213.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAG (mg/dl; median and IQR)*</td>
<td>120.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL-cholesterol (mg/dl; median and IQR)*</td>
<td>59.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL-cholesterol (mg/dl)*</td>
<td>132.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrinogen (mg/dl; median and IQR)*</td>
<td>374.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office SBP (mmHg; median and IQR)</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office DBP (mmHg; median and IQR)</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic dipping (%)</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral augmentation index (%)</td>
<td>92.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Blood pressure: DBP, diastolic blood pressure.

* To convert glucose in mg/dl to mmol/l, multiply by 0.0555. To convert cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol in mg/dl to mmol/l, multiply by 0.0259. To convert TAG in mg/dl to mmol/l, multiply by 0.0113. To convert fibrinogen in mg/dl to μmol/l, multiply by 0.0294.
consumption and the number of cigarettes, and it is inversely associated with low-fat dairy products, fruits and vegetables.

The clusters were calculated using the biplot coordinates including method k-means and Euclidean distances. These differentiated the three groups. Table 2 shows a general description of the clusters according to the selected variables.

Cluster 1 (unhealthy) consists of 677 subjects and includes the majority of individuals (51.0%) and a slightly larger majority of men (58.7%). In this cluster, there was more sedentary behaviour (1100·8 (sd 69·8) min/d, P < 0.001) and higher consumption of whole-fat dairy products (103·4 (sd 158·2) g/d, P < 0.001) and tobacco (3·7 (sd 7·7) cigarettes/d, P < 0.001). Cluster 2 (healthy/PA) consists of 265 subjects (24.0% of the men in the sample). This group had the highest overall PA at 389·2 (sd 87·1) counts/min (P < 0.001) and vigorous activity (6·9 (sd 11·0) min/d, P < 0.001). Cluster 3 (healthy/diet) represents 29.0% of the participants, including a larger fraction of the women (36.6%) than men (17.3%). This cluster reflects a high consumption of olive oil (30·8 (sd 17·0) g/d, P < 0.001), fish (160·5 (sd 81·4) g/d, P < 0.001) as well as fruits, nuts and vegetables. Cluster 3 had the lowest consumption of alcohol (20·2 (sd 37·7) g/week, P < 0.001).

The relationships between these clusters and clinical variables are shown in Table 3. Members of cluster 1 have higher values for waist circumference, TAG levels, SBP and CVR. Cluster 2 is characterised by the highest levels of HDL-cholesterol, a larger nocturnal decline in BP and lower overall CVR. Cluster 3 has the lowest values for waist circumference and SBP.

Using the unhealthy cluster as the reference and after adjusting for age and sex, the multiple regression analysis showed that belonging to the healthy/PA cluster was associated with a lower waist circumference, body fat percentage, SBP and CVR as well as higher HDL-cholesterol levels and SBP drops. The healthy/diet clusters have similar results except for body fat percentage, HDL-cholesterol levels and SBP changes (Table 4).

**Discussion**

The results classify subjects included in the EVIDENT study according to their modifiable lifestyles. It is the first study that uses the HJ-biplot to look for different lifestyle patterns in terms of PA assessed by accelerometry, eating habits with an FFQ questionnaire, smoking status (cigarettes/d) and alcohol consumption (g/week). This technique allows a comprehensive analysis of all variables and reveals three clusters that are different to each other in a random sample from healthcare centres across a wide age range (20–80 years), including healthy subjects and subjects with
different levels of CVR. These clusters have been subsequently characterised by age, sex and clinical variables.

We found that cluster 1 (unhealthy) included more than half of the men in the sample. These subjects spent substantial time in sedentary activities, smoking and consuming alcohol. The second cluster (healthy/PA) also included a high percentage of men who had high PA and greater time dedicated to vigorous activities. Cluster 3 (healthy/diet) comprised mostly of women who had a high intake of fruits, nuts and vegetables as well as had low alcohol consumption.

Until now, in the EVIDENT study, modifiable lifestyles were analysed separately; however, with this work, we studied how they relate to one another and their association with clinical variables. Although there is increasing interest in examining the combined effects of lifestyle factors such as smoking, dietary habits, PA and alcohol consumption on disease risk and mortality, few studies have investigated the combined impact of these factors by analysing the relationship between modifiable lifestyles and clinical variables.

We observed sex differences in the modifiable lifestyles with women showing healthier eating habits. These findings are supported by other studies performed in the elderly and the adult population.

Robinson et al. analysed the relationship between a number of lifestyle risk factors (low PA, poor diet, obesity, smoking, etc.) and physical function in 59- to 73-year-old, community-dwelling men and women. They found that these modifiable lifestyle risk factors are linked to marked differences in risk of poor physical function in older adults as well as a modest difference in activity scores between men and women. The women were slightly less active (35:3 vs. 30:3%). These results are similar to our findings where we found a cluster formed mostly by males who developed increased PA. However, unlike this study, they did not consider alcohol consumption in the lifestyles. Indeed, Ottevaere et al. studied 2084 adolescents and identified five clusters that are consistent with this study in that males highly represented the cluster with high levels of moderate to vigorous PA (MVPA) and low-quality diets. In terms of lifestyle, they only considered PA and diet in contrast to our work that measured alcohol consumption and smoking.

Marques et al. enrolled 636 Portuguese students and analysed how health-related variables (BMI, MVPA, CRF and HDL-cholesterol) are clustered and associated with children’s sedentary time. Similar to their results, we found that the cluster called unhealthy also shows the lowest levels of vigorous activity and the highest values of anthropometric parameters. This may be because the age of the subjects is different in the two studies.

The association of the different groups with clinical variables is an important finding. When healthier food is eaten, more exercise is performed and less alcohol and cigarettes are consumed. These subjects also have more reasonable blood pressure, cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol levels, which reduce CVR.

These results are consistent with the findings of Martin-Diener et al., in which the accumulation of four behaviourally non-communicable disease risk factors—tobacco smoking, high alcohol consumption, low levels of leisure time PA and poor diet—as indicated by no reported fruit consumption on the previous day—which increased all-cause mortality by approximately 2.5-fold. Along this line, Carlsson et al. used a cohort study of 60-year-old people with seven lifestyle factors including alcohol consumption, fish intake, fruit and vegetable consumption, PA, processed meat intake and tobacco smoking. They investigated whether healthy lifestyle factors can predict incident CVD and all-cause mortality. They concluded that it was possible to...
identify men and women with substantially lower relative risks of incident CVD and death. Recently, Kyrozis et al.\(^8\), in a study regarding the identification of lifestyle variables associated with the development of Parkinson’s disease, found an inverse association with smoking.

A study by Bel-Serrat et al.\(^9\) in a sample of 4619 children from eight European countries analysed clustered lifestyle behaviours (dietary, PA and sedentary indicators) to examine their association with CVD risk factors. They found a positive association between CVD risk score and the cluster identified as sedentary. These results are consistent with our study where cluster 1 (unhealthy) is the group of subjects with more sedentary activity who are associated with higher CVR values. There were significant differences between this group and the other two (\(P<0.005\)).

This study has certain limitations. It is a descriptive observational study that only reports associations and cannot establish causal relationships between the defined clusters and clinical variables. However, it describes patterns of association of lifestyles and their relationship with biological parameters and CVR.

In conclusion, three groups were identified according to lifestyles: ‘cluster unhealthy’ with the least healthy lifestyles and most unfavourable clinical parameters; ‘cluster healthy/PA’ characterised by increased PA, good HDL-cholesterol levels and an increased systolic dipping; and ‘cluster healthy/diet’ characterised by good eating habits and lower LDL-cholesterol levels and clinical blood pressure values.
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